KARTESIA ANNOUNCES INVESTMENT IN SPANISH IT INTEGRATOR UNITRONICS
In February this year, Kartesia announced an
investment to achieve the full growth potential
of Unitronics Comunicaciones (“Unitronics” or
“the Company”), a highly reputed Spanish IT
integrator and consultancy.
Founded in 1963, Unitronics is a Spanish high
value-added IT integrator specialised in managed services and comprehensive integration
solutions for a broad base of B2B clients, with a
focus on large private companies, public administrations and service providers.
After the takeover in 2013 by Baring and the appointment of a new CEO, José Mestre, the Company implemented a full operational restructuring that re-focused the business orientation
towards higher value-added activities, mainly
complex integrations and recurring services.
The agreement comprises a balance sheet
restructuring bundled as a short-term financing

facility deployed at closing , with the possibility
to draw down additional funding to finance
organic growth or to acquire niche players with
a complementary service offering.
Tomás Neuhaus, Associate Director at Kartesia,
said, “Unitronics is a recognised player in a
competitive and technical market, consistently
providing high-quality services to a loyal client
base leveraging on the widest portfolio of
technology partners. We are pleased to finally
disclose this agreement which has solved the
financing issue that the Company had been
facing in recent years and will unlock significant
growth opportunities.”
Juan Cambeses, Investment Director at Baring
Private Equity Partners, commented: “We are
excited about partnering with a renowned
firm like Kartesia, which was able to provide a
comprehensive financing solution to support

PlanetHome is a leading real estate and
financial brokerage company in Germany and
Austria. The company follows a unique B2B
partnership strategy with leading financial institutions in the region and combines high quality
real estate and financing brokerage services
under one roof.
The company was founded over 30 years ago as
part of HypoVereinsbank (now UniCredit Group)
and was carved out in 2015 by a group of
investors led by AP Capital Investments (“APCI”).
Since then the company has developed strongly
by significantly expanding operations to 600
employees and 80 locations and presence in
two countries.
Kartesia has arranged a €65.0m Senior Secured
term loan to support the buy-out of a minority

shareholder as well as the refinancing of existing liabilities. Kartesia was approached by the
shareholder’s advisor DC Advisory in Frankfurt
in a process that required strict confidentiality
as well as speed of execution and transaction
security, as we had in-depth knowledge of
the company and the industry. Our financing
package allowed APCI to take full control of the
company by buying out the minority shareholder while at the same time refinancing existing
indebtedness, that was due to mature in the
coming months. The investment was led by
Laurent Bouvier, Managing Partner; Thomas
Poehler, Director; and Sebastian Afflerbach,
Associate.
Bulend Corbacioglu, Founding Partner at ACPI,
commented: “We are very pleased to have
found a financing partner like Kartesia, who
have been able to provide a comprehensive financing package that perfectly fits the strategic
and operational needs of the company”.
Daniel Gebler, Managing Director at DC Advisory added: “Kartesia’s knowledge of the company

José Mestre, CEO of Unitronics said: “This longterm debt refinancing represents a critical milestone in the company’s financial road map and
excellent progress towards the successful completion of Unitronics’ full restructuring process,
which will allow our talented teams to focus all
endeavours on achieving operational strategic
objectives. Sustainable asset financing along
with increased productivity, careful selection of
technologies and cost optimization will allow us
to increase cash generation through revenue
and profitability growth. We look forward to
strengthening our relationship with Kartesia in
the near future as we expand our presence in
highly profitable IT niche markets.”

and the industry meant that they were able
to act swiftly. They ultimately constructed a
financing solution that addressed all the needs
of our client allowing APCI to become the sole
shareholder following an outstanding journey
of growth and profitability improvements. The
result also allows the company transition into
the next chapter of its growth story. We are
delighted to have worked with Kartesia on their
second German investment from their senior
loan fund.”
Thomas Pöhler, Director at Kartesia, commented: “Since the carve-out in 2015, PlanetHome
has significantly expanded its B2B partnership
base and has demonstrated strong growth. The
company’s strong track record combined with
its strong future prospect from new B2B partners perfectly matches our investment criteria.
We are delighted to support the business in the
next chapter of its development and to foster
its position as one of the leading brokerage
business in Germany.

KARTESIA INVESTS IN ERMITAGE WITH A €20M SENIOR SECURED LOAN
Kartesia invested in the French private school
Ermitage International School of France
(“Ermitage”) in January, managed by its senior
lending team in Paris. Kartesia arranged a €20m
Senior Secured loan to support Platina Equity
Solutions’ buy out of the business.
Founded in 1941 by the Thommeret family and
managed since then by family members, Ermitage has successfully established itself as one
of the leading Parisian private schools, located
in Maisons-Laffitte. The school offers both the
French classic education system and the IB Mid-
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dle Years program to more than 1,300 enrolled
students from lower school to high school. The
school operates 12 buildings in Maisons-Laffitte
of which 10 are owned by the Ermitage.
Charles Dubar, Partner of Platina Equity Solutions, commented: “Education is a strategic
sector for Platina, and we believe that l’Ermitage, being the largest international school with
a boarding offer in the Paris region, is an ideal
platform to grow in a high-demand market”.
Charles-Henri Clappier, Head of KSO France
at Kartesia, commented: “We are excited to

KARTESIA WINS THE 2019 PRIVATE DEBT INVESTOR (PDI) “LOWER
MID-MARKET LENDER” AWARD

Unitronic’s plans, contributing significantly to its
value creation.”

KARTESIA COMPLETES ITS FIFTH INVESTMENT FROM KSO I WITH PLANETHOME GROUP
Also in February, Kartesia announced the completion of its fifth investment from the Kartesia
Senior Opportunities I fund (KSO I) with the
financing of PlanetHome Group.
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KARTESIA @ A GLANCE

PORTFOLIO HIGHLIGHTS

finance Ermitage in the expansion of its attractive international education program and the
growth of the business with the guidance of
Platina. The school is particularly well positioned to address the very strong demand for
international studies in France.
The investment was made from Kartesia’s
KSO I fund and was led by Damien Scaillierez,
Managing Partner; Charles-Henri Clappier, Head
of KSO France; and Clemence Girard-Jeannet,
Associate.

Lower mid-market lender of
the year - Europe
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We are very pleased to announce that Kartesia won the 2019 Private Debt
Investor (PDI) “Lower Mid-Market Lender” award, following successes in 2016
and 2017. The PDI Awards celebrate the best in class in the private debt
industry so we are very proud to have been recognised in the face of strong
competition. We are grateful to the team at Private Debt Investor for their
consideration, as well as our investors and counterparties, without whom we
would not be able to celebrate this continued success!
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CARBON NEUTRAL AGAIN IN 2019
We’re very happy to announce that Kartesia is a
carbon neutral company for the second year in
a row, having offset its carbon footprint for the
year 2019 with the help of third-party provider
CarbonFootprint Ltd. In order to offset our
carbon footprint, we selected a project taking
place in both UK and Brazil. This project provides
an opportunity to plant trees in the UK as well
as helping to protect the Amazon Rainforest, the
largest remaining rainforest in the world. For
each tCO2 being offset, one tree is planted in
the UK and an additional tCO2 is offset through

the Brazilian Amazon Verified Carbon Standard
(VCS) Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and
Degradation (REDD) project.

• The Kartesia 2020 Annual Investor

ANTONIO PASTOR - Investment team KCO/KSO - Spain

Nick is responsible for the origination, execution and monitoring of
Senior Opportunities investments across Europe, with a
focus on the UK. Prior to joining Kartesia, Nick Holman
was a Director in Santander’s Structured Finance
team where he was responsible for leading transactions and helping to develop the UK franchise.
Previously he worked in the leveraged finance and
syndication departments of Lloyds, where he completed a broad range of European leveraged and high yield
transactions for large and mid-market Financial Sponsors.

Antonio is a member of Kartesia’s Investment Team,
sourcing, executing and monitoring investments across
Europe, with a specific focus on the Iberian market.
Prior to joining Kartesia, Antonio worked in the
Investment Banking team of Arcano in Madrid, where
he was involved in a variety of sell-side, buy-side and
debt advisory transactions. Antonio holds a Masters in
Finance by IE Business School and a Dual Degree in Business & Law by University of Granada.

BENOÎT LAPUH - Operations team- Luxembourg
As compliance officer, Benoit takes care of compliance matters at Kartesia. Before joining, he
worked with investment fund managers ensuring
their compliance with the applicable regulatory
framework especially in the aspects of governance,
anti-money laundering, delegates oversight or
license applications with the local regulator. He also
worked as a senior consultant in risk and compliance at EY focusing on
the investment fund industry.
ALEXIS MIDOL - Investment team KCO/KSO - France
Alexis is a member of Kartesia’s Investment Team, sourcing, executing and monitoring investments across
Europe, with a specific focus on French situations.
Before joining Kartesia, Alexis worked over 2.5 years
as an Associate at the Governor and Company of the
Bank of Ireland in the Leverage Acquisition Finance
team in Paris. Alexis focused on the origination,
structuring and execution of leveraged loan transactions
supporting private equity sponsor-led buyouts on the French mid-cap
market. Prior to this, Alexis held several positions at Deutsche Bank in
their Investment Banking division (Equity Capital Markets), in LFPI Gestion within the Private Debt team as well as at PwC Corporate Finance in
their M&A department.
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CORALIE GALLEGO - Operations team - Luxembourg
Coralie is a member of the Finance and Administration team. As a Financial Analyst, she is in charge of ensuring the accuracy
of all NAVs, and performing daily cash reconciliation.
She also manages communication with third party
administrators. She previously worked as a financial
auditor for three years with a focus on Private Equity
funds and European institutions at KPMG Luxembourg, where she was in charge of engagements from
planning to finalization. Coralie started her career working
as Finance Manager in a shipping start-up in New York City after graduating from Northeastern University in Boston, MA.
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Entering a Darwinian cycle

The current crisis faced by the world’s economies, companies and people has been described
throughout as “unprecedented”. However, while
the coronavirus certainly has created obstacles and forced restrictions that we have not
previously had to cope with, mankind has proven
that it will find ways to deal with these problems
and come out stronger the other side. Charles
Darwin, the father of modern evolutionary theory,
summed it up when he said:
In the long history of humankind (and animal kind,
too) those who learned to collaborate and improvise
most effectively have prevailed.
The ability to be flexible and agile when facing the
significant challenges created by global markets
and other unprecedented events lies at the core

of Kartesia’s business model and core values.
Throughout the coronavirus pandemic we have
worked quickly and methodically to ensure a
favourable outcome for our investors, portfolio
companies, employees and other stakeholders,
as well as position ourselves strongly for whatever the virus might throw at us next.
Our immediate focus was, of course, the wellbeing of any Kartesia team and the financial
welfare of our portfolio companies which, in
many cases, were facing full or partial closure of
their operations, or at the very least some impact
to their ways of working. As soon as it became
apparent to us that there was going to be no
quick solution to Covid-19, we analysed the cash
positions across the portfolio, working closely
with all management teams, and established

where it would be necessary to provide additional
liquidity to secure these positions.
The next twelve months will likely bring detailed
discussions with borrowers and other stakeholders on how to support portfolio companies
through this period of recovery and what additional capital can be made available in alignment
with Kartesia’s investment strategy and responsibility to its investors. We are set up to show
greater flexibility than many of our competitors
but will absolutely aim to preserve our capital
position and seek the financial returns this
approach merits.
We are also very pleased to say that, despite the
significant challenges presented, including full
remote working, we have quickly adapted to the
new cycle created by the pandemic and have now
deployed more capital from our KCO V and KSO
I funds post-Covid-19 than before it. While we
made some adjustments to the sectors targeted,
the amount of leverage in transactions and the
pricing of loans; we remain confident that Kartesia can continue to be the go-to source of capital
for Europe’s fast-growing small and medium-sized companies.
In this issue, we discuss our activity during the
pandemic crisis, through two of our deals: International Cookware and Tunstall. In addition, we
highlight several of our 2020 deals and bring you
up to date with the latest team news.

CRISTINA AMIL - Investor Relations team - United Kingdom
Cristina is a member of Kartesia’s Investor Relations team, and is involved in client servicing, project management and in developing new partnerships. Previously, Cristina worked
at Goldman Sachs as a Fixed Income specialist in the
Private Wealth Management Division in London. She
started her career at Goldman Sachs Zurich as a
management analyst supporting senior management
before joining their team based in the United Kingdom
in 2018.
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NICK HOLMAN - Investment team KSO - United Kingdom
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Meeting will be held on November 27th
• The launch of the new Investor data
room (Intralinks) will take place during
summer
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SIX NEW JOINERS THIS YEAR ALREADY
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Happy Reading.

Damien Scaillierez, Laurent Bouvier, Jaime Prieto, Matthieu Delamaire

Creditflux
Manager Awards 2018
Lower mid-market lender of
the year - Europe

Editing: Matiland/amo - www.maitland.co.uk
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KEY METRICS @ KARTESIA
Kartesia’s team has currently 2.407 million euros of assets under management.

Assets Under Management (AUM)
in million €
2407

2500

77% of KCO and KSO is invested in Senior debt.
In line with the team’s strategy, secondary
debt and primary debt respectively account
for 44% and 56% of the funds’ transactions.
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KARTESIA IN NUMBERS*
ADDING VALUE

Adding value in a crisis

2014
2015
2018

As highlighted in our Edito, the ability to be flexible and agile is at the core of our business model and allows us to add significant value for our portfolio companies,
which has been particularly important given the events of the past few months amid the coronavirus pandemic. The examples of Tunstall and International Cookware
exemplify our approach and the variety of ways we can support businesses through difficult circumstances.
Kartesia supports lender-led restructuring at
Tunstall
In recent years the majority of Kartesia’s investments have provided capital via direct investments, allowing companies to expand into new
markets or to support buyouts. Yet our mandate
is broader, as the fund initially had its origin in
the secondary markets.
This broad mandate of both primary and
secondary investment strategies is one of the
main reasons the fund is able to deploy capital
in an attractive risk-return manner in periods of
economic growth as well as in economic downturns. During the recent COVID outbreak this
flexibility has proven to be highly valuable as the
deal teams assessed over 40 opportunities in a
matter of weeks.
A prime example of a combination of both
primary and secondary strategies is our work
with portfolio company Tunstall (“the Company”).
The Company, which was added to Kartesia’s
portfolio via a secondary investment in 2014,
is a global market-leading provider of strate-
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gic and innovation-led healthcare solutions.
Founded in 1957, it provides remote digital care
& healthcare services to enable secure & independent living. When Kartesia first invested in
the business, Tunstall was primarily focused on
the first-time sales and the onboarding of new
customers but, since then, has pivoted more
towards the recurring revenues generated by a
service business model.
Tunstall had gone through a failed M&A process
and at the height of the COVID crisis the lender
pool was informed it would undergo a lender-led
restructuring. Thanks to our strong connections
with advisors and fellow lenders we were able
to perform a thorough analysis in a short time
frame. Upon forming our views on the situation
we acquired, in a consensual manner, a larger
part of the Company’s debt on the secondary
market, allowing several lenders to exit and
reduce their exposure to the company. Upon
increasing our position, Kartesia supported
the transaction and will, post restructuring,
participate in the new money which will allow the
Company to continue executing its strategy and
benefit from a post-COVID world where living in-

dependently at home for a longer period of time
will continue to grow as a trend and generate
value for the business.

Gaêtan Valcke
Associate

Kartesia will participate in the
new money which will allow the
Company to continue executing
its strategy and benefit from a
post-COVID world.

Kartesia supports the acquisition of International Cookware
As the lockdown started, Kartesia was in the
midst of supporting the acquisition of International Cookware Group and its subsidiaries (“The
Group”) alongside its Management team. The
Group designs, manufactures and distributes
cookware equipment, primarily made of borosilicate glass, which offers superior thermal shock
resistance. It is primarily sold under the iconic
Pyrex® brand, which International Cookware
commercialises across EMEA under an exclusive
licencing agreement granted by Corning Inc. The
Group has also developed its own cookware
brand, Ôcuisine, which has a large range of products distributed throughout the world.
We have been following International Cookware
for quite some time and the current deal is the
result of four years of relationship building with
the company. It means that we were undettered
when the sales process, although already advanced, was moved from physical to virtual interactions due to the lockdown imposed in France.
And despite going into the most tumultuous
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market for over a decade, we had full confidence
in the business. Ordinarily at this stage we would
be conducting a site visit to discuss strategy with
management in person, which has been rendered impossible, but instead we have had weekly
calls with management and a thorough overview
of the business and strong visibility over market
conditions.
We are pleased with the robustness of the
business through the crisis. It has benefitted
from food retail stores remaining open and and
stability of the supply chain to get stock on the
shelves. We’ve also seen a pickup in sales as
lockdown restrictions have eased compared to
the same period last year, reflecting consumer
confidence in the brand. Part of the attraction of
the asset was the internationally renowned Pyrex
brand and significant market share, as well as
favourable market trends; as demand for locally
produced, high quality glass increasigly reflect
health and environmental concerns related to
plastic use. We have seen these prinicples to
continue to drive sales and succeed in the toughest of environments.

The year Kartesia signed the UNPRI
The year Kartesia started to report on carbon footprint
The year Kartesia became carbon neutral

… THAT INVESTS IN EUROPEAN
SMALL AND MID CAP COMPANIES…

Julien Rigon
Director

We have been following

with the company.

Spoken languages
European offices

… WITH GLOBAL PRESENCE…

million

Average revenues
of KCO and KSO borrowers

€ 10
billion

Total revenues of KCO and KSO
borrowers

€ 20

Average EBITDA
of KCO and KSO borrowers

33%

Average share of revenues generated
outside their national markets

million

… ACTIVELY CONTRIBUTING
TO EUROPE’S EMPLOYMENT…

some time and the

years of relationship building

Nationalities

€ 256

International Cookware for quite

current deal is the result of four

11
14
7

48 477

Total number of employees
of KCO and KSO borrowers

… AND INVESTING FOR TOMORROW.

€ 347

million
per annum

Total annual capex
of KCO and KSO borrowers
*CLO vehicles excluded
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